
Ellery Hill

On the windswept Ellery Hill,
a Borderland aligned with lands upon which the English and Scots transgressed
for many a year, the Spring splendour of the enticing sunshine last weekend
temporarily
overcame the demoralising emissions of political events and medical
catastrophes with Nature’s power and overwhelming supremacy, showing us
all Hope for the future.

Sheltering in a deep
footprint of a previously passing Native Bovine were two perfect and peaceful
DAISY Blooms – the only Blooms seen over many acres that day.

The post Ellery Hill appeared first on Latest News.

Design Sculpture Excellence

Welters dominant skills excel in Great British production of Artistic
elements which will form a significant part of National History. The emphasis
on Environmental focus throughout the process is a major contributing factor
to the success of the enterprise.
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The post Design Sculpture Excellence appeared first on Latest News.

Environmental Rock Products

Nurtured in Britain from British material. Suitable for an endless number of
applications including parks, gardens, cemeteries, crematoria, woodland
areas, sea defences, stage sets, etc.
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The post Environmental Rock Products appeared first on Latest News.

welters Stone Embellishments

These memorial housings are stacked prior to being packed for dispatch. The
light reflects off the embellishments, emphasising the beautiful design
detail. The housings can be purchased as single units or in large quantities
for cremated remains memorialisation.
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The post welters Stone Embellishments appeared first on Latest News.

welters Muslim Single Interment Burial
Chambers

Prepared for an early morning dispatch. High levels of stock mean that the
chambers can be delivered to site with a minimum lead time, for supply only
or supply and installation.
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The post welters Muslim Single Interment Burial Chambers appeared first on
Latest News.
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